Moving from WhatsApp
to Microsoft Teams

8 Reasons to move to Microsoft Teams
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Communicate the
way you want to
1

Compose rich text and
audio messages, and
easily share your
location.
Show your personality
and humanise
messages with GIFs,
memes and emojis.
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‘Undo’
mistakes

Edit your
messages and
posts after
you’ve pressed
send.
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Compliance &
Security

Teams is built on the
Office 365 enterprisegrade cloud, delivering
the advanced security
and compliance
capabilities.
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Engage and motivate
with Praise
Recognise co-workers,
right in the Teams app
where the whole team
can see it.

Be more productive

Teams is a hub which brings all the
Office 365 services, processes and
3rd party apps together in one
single workspace.
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Respond to messages with emojis
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You are not tied to just one device

Quickly reply to messages with reactions.
You can use you Office 365 identity to
log in to Teams app on multiple devices.

8
Work-life balance

Keep your work
conversations on your
Teams app, and with
features like quiet hours,
you can choose when to
be notified of work
activities.

Checklist for moving to Teams for WhatsApp Group Admins
Get the Teams app running
on your phone
1. Install the Teams app
2. Log in with your Office
365 work account.

In Teams app, create a group
Chat or a Team channel that best
match topics discussed in your
WhatsApp group.
Tip See Conversations in Chats Vs.
Teams Channels to help you decide.

Have a clear “why” for moving to Teams whether it’s compliance and security, improved
collaboration and productivity or moving workrelated conversation away from a platform you and
your co-workers use with family and friends, make
sure you share the “why” with your co-workers.

Instruct your co-workers what to expect
and next steps – make sure you are
articulate not only why the conversations are
moving to Teams but also some how-tos.
Tip See Sample instruction message and
Getting started with Teams for inspiration.

Add your co-workers to your
new Chat or if you created a
Team, ensure that all the
WhatsApp participants are
members of the Team.

Get the
conversation going
Encourage
conversations and
bring people in by
@mentioning them.

Export WhatsApp chat
history and share in your
new Chat or Teams channel.

Don’t forget to check in
with your co-workers on
how the switch to Teams
is going.

Conversations in Chat Vs. Team Channel
Conversations in Chat

Conversations in Team Channels

For lightweight conversations, where you are
directly messaging recipients.

For interactions where multiple topics are
discussed in an open space.

Private chats are only visible to those in the chat

Visible to everyone in the Team

One continuous, unthreaded conversation

Structured, multiple threaded conversations

Up to 100 people

Up to 5,000 people

Choose if you want to share chat history with new chat participants

History is shared with all new Team members

New chat recipients must be added by
those people already in chat
On the spot screen share, and audio and video calling
Easy scheduling of Teams meetings with all chat participants
Some extensibility with apps

Join a team by searching for it – for private Teams,
Teams admin approve new members
Generate code to enable new members to join
directly without admin approval
On the spot and scheduled audio and video calling
Full extensibility and customisation with apps
Post to channels via mail

Sample instruction message for Admins to share in WhatsApp Group

“

Hi Team! This week, we’re moving conversation in
this WhatsApp group to the Teams app.
If you haven’t downloaded the app, click here. Log in,
with your company credentials.
You’ll find our new Teams group called “Euston Daily
Ops” under Chat.
We’ll be using the new chat group, for quick daily
tweets on what’s happening in the main concourse.
I’ll be deleting this Group soon to avoid confusion
going forward. Before deleting the Group, I’ll export
this chat’s history and uploading it to Teams.

”

Tip Make sure you include instructions on:
◌ How to log in
◌ Where to get help if your co-workers don’t know their
credentials or are struggling to download the app – this
will in most cases be your IT support organisation
◌ How to find the new chat or Team channels where you
are moving to from WhatsApp
◌ What will happen to your WhatsApp group – share
whether you will you be moving conversation history
across, or deleting the group in WhatsApp
◌ Norms
◌ What to do with starred messages
◌ When will you be deleting WhatsApp group

Getting started with Microsoft Teams
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Get to know
your Teams app

2
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Check out 6 tips for
messaging like a pro

one-page quick guide

1. Don’t just text, share emojis,
GIFs, and attachments
2. Send audio messages
3. Share your location
4. Quickly reply with reactions
5. Praise your colleagues
6. Scan documents as images,
and edit photos

Get the Teams app running on
your phone
1. Install Teams app
2. Log in with your Office 365
account.

Stay notified
Customise the alerts you
get for activities in Teams.
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Save messages and
posts that matter.
Display all your
saved messages and
posts in Saved in
your app tray.

6 Tips to chatting in Teams like a pro
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Send a quick text
message or expand
for richer
formatting options.

Communicate
instantly with a
voice message.

Tip You can quickly
correct a mistake
you’ve made in a
message by
editing it.

Easily share
your location
with precision.
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1
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4
Engage
and
motivate
with
Praise.

Why type long
messages
when you can
show your
thoughts by
reacting with
emjois?

6
Sometimes
a picture is
worth a
1,000
words.

